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Abstract
This paper empirically examines the macroeconomic factors that affect the rental rates and selling prices of
office space. The data are in the form of quarterly time series which are used for the period of 1996: 1 to 2012: 4
period. In addition, quantitative methods in the form of Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) are also used in
this study. The results showed that there is a long-term relationship between macroeconomic variables with the
rental rate and selling prices of office space. IRF and FEVD showed that the rental rates and selling prices
responded permanently to the shocks that occured on macroeconomic variables. Moreover, the rental rate is
predominantly influenced by the rental rate followed by the service sector employment, the selling price,
exchange rate, inflation, interest rates and economic growth. Conversely, the selling price is predominantly
influenced by the rental rate followed by service sector employment, the exchange rate, economic growth, the
selling price, infllation and interest rates. Investors and developers can use the results of this study as one of
approaches of market analysis, especially for office market analysis.
Keywords: macroeconomic variables, rental rate, selling price, VAR / VECM
1. Introduction
An investment constitutes an effort that is undertaken by investor to invest money with the intention of making
profit in the future. Investors may put their money into many instruments such as stock, bond, mutual fund, gold,
real estate and bank deposit. Investment in real estate is considered as a long term investment compared to other
types of investment. Investors may invest in income producing property and non-income producing property.
When investing in income producing property, investors expect to get profit from income stream which is
reflected in cashflow during the holding periods or ownership. Investors must stipulate the value of the
properties they will buy and determine how much profit can be generated.
In determining income stream, investors must understand rental value. Investment properties should generate
income which usually comes in the form of rent. Failure to determine rent as the source of income will result in a
big loss or disappoinment for the investors. Investors must be able to analyze and predict the value of rental
property. To do so, for the first stage investors should be able to understand what factors contribute to rental
value. Similar situation also take place to investor in forming selling price of a property or office space. In
determining selling price, investors should be able to understand factors that contribute to or affect property
price.
Unlike the stock and bond sectors which have a lot of concern, there were only few empirical studies have been
done regarding the factors which affect the performance of the property market (Kurzrock et al., 2009).
Furthermore, there were no relevant research results found in Southeast Asian countries (Chin, 2003). Most
studies of property market are only focused in the United States, Europe and United Kingdom. If there were,
only little attention given to the countries in Southeast Asia (Ng & Higgins, 2006).
On the real estate field, the market analysis is a final outcome of the investigation and documentation regarding
with several factors that determine the demand for a certain type of real estate, the number of real estate deals
and the boundaries of geography of the trade area (Thrall, 2002). Therefore it is important to understand the
various of existing characteristics for different types of real estate. Analysis of the real estate market studies the
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factors that contribute to the supply and demand of a particular type of real estates.
Research that has been done regarding with the determinants in both of the rental rate and selling prices of office
space can be categorized into 'issues of macroeconomic and microeconomic (Slade, 2000). Various studies which
have been conducted in this area have an effect option for variable supply and demand as a proxy in an effort to
predict the performance of office market. Office rental rates can become a model by using the framework of the
theory of demand and supply. Rental rates can be determined by the interaction between the the demand and
supply which affecting the office space rental market (Chin, 2003).
Thus, it can be said that macroeconomic factors are equal to demand factors, whereas, the microeconomic factors
are equal to supply factors. Macroeconomic factors or demand consist of economic growth (GDP), interest rates,
employment, unemployment, inflation, income, population, taxation and others. While the microeconomic
factors or offers include, vacancy rates, office space inventory (Stock), absorption rate, occupancy rate, the cost
of construction and physical characteristics as well as others from the property. The supply factors and demand
will eventually have an impact on the rental rate and selling prices for office space market.
There is a lot of research that have been done regarding with the econometric model and determinants for office
rental rates. It is conducted in various areas in the United States and several research centers in Europe and UK
(see e.g., Oven & Pekdemir, 2006; Chin, 2003; Chalermpong & Wattana, 2009). But unfortunately, little
attention has been given to countries in Southeast Asia (Ng & Higgins, 2006).
Many studies have been conducted with regard to the modeling of rental rates which were influenced by various
macroeconomic factors or requests, such as GDP, inflation, interest rates, employment services sector, and the
unemployment rate. Chin (2003), in the study of macro-economic factors which affect the price of the rental
office in Southeast Asia (Indonesia not included) discovered variable that was used such as GDP, interest rates,
loan interest rates, consumer price index (inflation), the output services, unemployment which have been
associated with the same changes in rental rate and there was a little of difference.
For Singapore, there are variables that give significant effect. For Hong Kong, the influence are in the form of
the services sector output. For Taipei, factors that being influence are in the form of the supply of office space,
the unemployment rate, and the output of the service sector. For Kuala Lumpur, the significant influence are in
the form of GDP, unemployment, interest rates on loans, consumer price index, and the output of the service
sector. Whereas for Bangkok, the significant influence are in the form of interest rate and the output of the
service sector. Meanwhile, De Wit and Van Dijk (2003) found that GDP, unemployment and inflation have a
significant relationship to the selling price. GDP is positively related to rental rates, and the unemployment rate
is negatively related to rental rates.
For labor in Germany, Voigtlander (2011) found that office worker is the best predictor to determine the average
of rental rates in comparison with the overall level of employment and unemployment. Brounen and Jennen
(2009) found that the rental rates in all 15 cities in the United States would respond to the increase in the level of
workers of office. The increase in the level of employment is positively associated with office rental rates.
Tsolacos et al. (1998) found that the demand factors (GDP, interest rates and unemployment rate) has a
significant influence on the establishment of the rental rates for office buildings. Oven and Pakdemir (2006) also
found that interest rate is one of the important factors in determining rental rates of office in Istanbul.
A study conducted by D’Arch et al. (1999) found the relationship between GDP with rental rates, where the
change in GDP is one of the most dominant factor to affect the rental rates. While Ng and Higgins (2006) found
some macroeconomic variables such as interest rates and employment on services sector were factors that affects
the rental rates in the central region of Singapore. However, previous studies conducted by Dobson and Goddard
(1992) found that interest rate has a negative correlation to the real estate industry and offices, whereas the rental
rates has a positive relationship to all types of real estates.
Hong Kong has been recognized as an international financial center and it is characterized by many entries of
foreign companies which expand its business. Therefore, the Hong Kong economy is strongly influenced by
globalization and macroeconomic factors. The results of an empirical study conducted by Prudence (2007)
showed that in general, the rental market for office space of class A and B were significantly influenced by
globalization, including foreign direct investment and total exports. While the building of C class is more
influenced by the local economy such as GDP.
Not only the rental rate, the macroeconomic variables also could affect the selling price of office buildings.
Singh and Komal (2009) in their study in India found that the GDP, inflation and interest rates could affect the
selling price of real estate in India. When the GDP increases, the price is also increased. So it can be said that
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there is a strong positiive correlation
n between reaal estate prices and GDP. Likewise,
L
the pprice of real estate
e
will
rise if thee inflation andd interest rates are increasedd.
The real estate markett has an impo
ortant role in tthe economy of Hong Kon
ng. Changes in real estate prices
p
can
affect othher parts of thee economy thrrough a varietty of channelss. The increasee in real estatee prices have a negative
effect on consumption, because the savings must be increased in order to bee able to pay a deposit whicch is more
costly. Inn contrast, thee decline in reeal estate pricces could enco
ourage consum
mption becauuse of the decreasing of
advance ppayment. A deecline in rate of
o real estate pprices could reeduce real GD
DP by 1.25% ((Peng et al., 20
001).
Other facctors that havee an influence on the sellingg price is laborr. The changes of employm
ment will have a positive
influencee on selling prrices and rentaal rates (Dobsson & Goddarrd, 1992). Meaanwhile De W
Wit and Van Dijk
D (2003)
in their sstudy found that
t
the GDP
P and inflationn has a posittive relationsh
hip with pricee changes. Meanwhile,
M
unemployyment rate hass a negative co
orrelation to cchange the priice of real estaate.
A numbeer of previouss studies havee been conduccted with regard to the efffect of exchannge rate with stocks or
bonds, ass practiced byy Ajayi and Mougoue
M
(19996), and Dimiitrova (2005). In contrast, only a few sttudies that
examine the relationshhip between exchange
e
rate with the renttal rates or sale price of rea
eal estate. Xiu
uzhing and
Xiaoguanng (2006) connducted researrch on the efffect of exchan
nge rate and real
r estate priices in China. Research
results shhowed that if the
t condition of
o a country’ss currency valu
ue is getting better,
b
the salee price of real estate will
be higherr. In addition of
o that, it is allso creating a price bubble. Such as in Taaiwan, if the ddomestic curreency value
is improvved, the real estate prices will
w rise. Reforrms in the exchange rate alsso has led to ffluctuations on
n the price
of real estate.
In Malaysia, Shaifulfazzlee (2012) allso conducted a study using
g an exchange rate and som
me other macro
oeconomic
variables. Research ressults showed that inflation and the exch
hange rate affeects the price of the properrty but not
on GDP. The increasinng of fluctuatiions of exchaange rate affeccted by an open economic system in Maalaysia. In
this studyy, a positive relationship occurred
o
betw
ween exchange rates and home
h
prices. T
That way willl led to a
positive eeconomic forecast for the future of Maalaysia. Then investors will continue to invest on thee property
sector eveenthough the price
p
is a bit more
m expensivve.
After careefully searching for the info
formation abouut similar reseearch, there is no related ressult found in Indonesia.
I
Thereforee, it is hoped that this reseearch result w
will have a con
ntribution to practitioners
p
iin commerciaal property
market, eespecially officce space mark
ket in Jakarta.
Based onn the explanaation above, the objectivees of the stud
dy was to assess the influuence and beehavior of
macroecoonomic factorrs or demand
d side, such as economic growth, infllation, interesst rates, service sector
employm
ment, unemplooyment and th
he exchange rrate toward th
he rental rate and selling prrices of officee space in
Jakarta.
2. The Data and Meth
hodology
The data used in this study are seco
ondary data inn the form off quarterly tim
me series from
m the period 1996:
1
1 to
2012: 4. T
The variable used
u
is the Grross Domesticc Product (GD
DP), the Interest Rate (IntrR
Rt), the level of
o inflation
(InflRt), Exchange Raate (ExcRt), Employment
E
S
Services Secttor (SSEmp), Rental Rate (Rent) and th
he Selling
Price (SlP
Prc). Data foor variable Reent, SlPrc, InttrRt, ExcRt and
a GDP com
me from Bankk Indonesia (B
BI), while
variable S
SSEmp and InnflRt sourced from the Cenntral Statistics Agency (BPS
S). The origina
nal data that is not in the
form of a percentage modified
m
(norm
malized) withh the logarithm
m, so that everrything can bee interpreted in
n terms of
percent, eexcept for the original data are already inn the form of percent.
p
The methhod used in this
t
research was a vector autoregressio
on (VAR) intrroduced by SSims which describes
d
a
causal rellationship between variablees in the systeem followed by
b a VECM. It aimed to bee able to get a picture of
the short and long-term
m relationship
ps of the variaables in the sttudy. If the daata used statioonary at first difference,
d
the VAR will be com
mbined with th
he error correection mode thus becomin
ng a Vector E
Error Correctiion Model
(VECM).. Before obtaiining the estim
mation of the VECM, a varriety of tests should be throough includin
ng the unit
root test, stability test, the optimal laag test and coiintegration tesst.
Accordinng to Ward andd Siregar (200
00), VECM mo
model which geenerally used in
i the study arre as follows:
(1)
Where ∆yyt= yt–yt-1, (kk-1) = VECM
M ordo fromVA
AR, Γi= regresssion coefficieent matrices; μ 0=intercept vector,
v
μ 1=
regressionn coefficient vector,
v
a=load
ding matrix; ß ’= cointegration vector, and
d yt= variable in level.
Thereby eequation moddel of VAR / VECM
V
for renttal rates and selling prices of
o office spacee are as follow
ws:
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(2)

Where Reent: Office Reent, SlPrc: Sellling Price, InttrRt: Interest Rate,
R
InflRt: Inflation
I
Rate,, GDP: Gross Domestic
Product, SSSEmp: Serviice Sector Employment, UnnEmp: Unemp
ployment, dan ExcRt: Exchaange Rate.
3. Resultt and Discussiion
3.1 Devellopment of Reental Rates and Selling Pricce for Office Space
Sp
Property business in Inndonesia, either for residenntial and comm
mercial properrties are gettinng upward. By
y 2012, in
JABODE
EBEK (Jakartaa, Bogor, Dep
pok and Bekassi) the commeercial property
y such as hoteels, apartmentts, offices,
retail andd industrial laand were expeeriencing a poositive trend. It is supporteed by the impprovement of economic
growth, thhe increasing of demand, better
b
financiaal support and more conducive governmeent policies. All
A of them
ment of the In
are expeccted to be ablee to encouragee the developm
ndonesian pro
operty industryy in the next few
f years,
BI (2013). The rental rate developm
ment of the ccommercial prroperty industry based on the results off a survey
conductedd by Bank Inddonesia is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
2

Figure 1. Rent of hotell and retail
Source: Com
mmercial Propertty Survey - BI (20
013).

Fig
gure 2. Rent off apartment, office
o
and indu
ustry
Source: Com
mmercial Propertty Survey - BI 20
013).
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In the yeaar of 2012 thee amount of supplies
s
of com
mmercial property in Jabod
debek have beeen increased, followed
by an inccrease of demaand in almost of commerciial property ty
ypes, such as retail,
r
industriial and office land. But,
in contrast, the retail sector
s
are exp
periencing dellay and recovered again aftter third quartter. The increease of the
occupanccy rate in almoost of all com
mmercial propeerties caused an increase in
n rental rates tthat also led to
t increase
the sales of commercial property fo
ollowed by thhe improvemeent in the sale price. Until tthe next few years, the
commerccial property growth
g
in Jabo
odebek is expeected to be inccreased.
Each typee of propertiees and commercial real estaate are differen
nt in term of development and the mark
ket. Hence,
real estate market is thhe most uniqu
ue if comparedd with the varrious forms of existing mar
arkets, such ass the stock
exchangee, bonds and others.
o
Similaarly, factors thhat affect supp
ply and demaand in each tyypes of real esstates also
have the ddifferences.

Figure 3. Reental rates of office
o
spaces
Source: Com
mmercial Propertty Survey-BI (2013).

Figure 4. Seelling price of office spaces
Source: Com
mmercial Propertty Survey-BI (2013).

nk Indonesia rregarding to the
t growth of real estate offfice buildings in Jakarta
A survey has been connducted by Ban
wn in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
4 In general, the price of thhe rental officce building
for the peeriod of 2008--2012, as show
appears too have increased, except fo
or the first quaarter of 2008 which were decreased
d
and followed by a decrease
of occupaancy rate. Thee decline in th
he first quarterr of 2008 wass due to the un
nfavorable buusiness environ
nment and
the state of the econom
my which is slowing and coontinued untill the approach
hing period off 2009, Properrty Report
(2009). F
For the first quarter
q
of 200
09, the occupaancy rate and rental rate were
w
increasedd and then sig
gnificantly
decreasedd either in occcupancy rates, sale price andd rental rates until
u
the end of
o 2009.
By the foollowing yearss until the end
d of 2012, thee rental rate and
a selling priices experiencced an increassing trend.
The fluctu
tuation of renttal rates and th
he selling pricce of office sp
pace seemed in
nfluenced by m
many factors including,
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the exchange rate of US dollar, the price of fuel, economic growth, increasing of demand, relocation and
expansion of the company and so forth. These factors are part of the survey conducted by Bank Indonesia.
The survey results above have described how the the rental rate and selling prices were influenced by various
factors. However, it has not reflected the overall yet, especially the macroeconomic factors or demand and
microeconomic factors or supply which can affect the selling price and the rental rate for the office space. In
addition, it was also depending on the circumstances, there has been no study that discussed the macroeconomic
or microeconomic factors and their influence on selling prices and the rental rate for office space in Jakarta.
3.2 VECM Analysis for Rental Rate and Selling Price
Before doing further analysis, first-related testing on VAR / VECM was conducted. The first test was a
stasionarity test for time series of data which have a mean and fluctuating diversity, in order to avoid the problem
of spurious regression. At the level, stasionarity test results may not seem stationary, except interest rates. This
means that almost all of the data at level contain the root unit. Then, the testing at the level of the first difference
was conducted. After first difference test, all the existing macroeconomic variables seemed to have been
stationary or did not contain unit root (see Appendix A).
The next test is the stability test on VAR which were conducted by calculating the roots of a polynomial function
or known as roots of the characteristic polynomial. If all roots of the polynomial function were in the unit circle
or if the absolute value <1 then the VAR model is considered to be stable so that the Impulse Response Function
(IRF) and Forecast Error Variance Decomposition (FEVD) which have generated considered into valid (see
Table B1 and Figure B1 in appendix B).
Other testings that was used in the model is determining the optimum lag. The optimal lag length is determined
using several criteria as follows: the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Schwarz Information Criterion (SC),
Hannan-Quinn Criterion (HQ), Likelihood Ratio (LR), and Final Prediction Error (FPE). Optimum lag that used
in this study were drawn from the SC by picking the smallest value. Therefore, lag 1 was used as optimim lag
(see Table C1 in Appendix C).
The further step is a cointegration test which aimed to determine whether the variables are not stationary
cointegrated or not. If the value of the trace statistic > critical value, then the equation cointegrated. Thereby, H0
which was equal to non cointergration with alternative hypothesis was accepted H1 which was equal to
cointegration. If the trace statistice > critical value, then reject H0 or accept H1, which considered to be
cointegrated. On the value of the trace statistics, there were three cointegration rank in the model. This means
that in this model, there were three cointegrating vector which can be concluded to three long-term linear
equations in the model (see Table C2 in Appendix C). After passing various tests, the existing requirements on
VAR system, then, continue to VECM estimation results.
Table 1. VECM estimate for rental rate
Short Term

Long Term

Variables

D(LRent)

Variables

LRent

CointEq1

-0.034423

LRent(-1)

1.000000

CointEq2

-0.348427*

LSlPrc(-1)

0.000000

D(LRent(-1))

0.071441
0.027277*

D(LSlPrc(-1))

0.397854*

IntrRt(-1)

D(IntrRt(-1))

-0.004702

LInflRt(-1)

1.678986*

D(LInflRt(-1))

1.226525

LGDP(-1)

-7.321507

D(LGDP(-1))

-0.403462

LExcRt(-1)

0.624801*

D(LExcRt(-1))

-0.145122

LSSEmp(-1)

0.624801*

D(LSSEmp(-1))

0.052748

@TREND(96Q1)

0.0722222

C

0.046847

C

76.84792

D1

-0.054512

D2

-0.003997

Note. * is significant at 5%.

After accomplishing all of required test, further VECM estimation were carried out. The purpose was to analyze
the interval (long-term and short-term) of the variables in the study (see Appendix D). Based on VECM estimate
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for rental rate in Table 1, a significant and positive long term correlation could be seen on the interest rates
(IntrRt) and office rental rates (LRent). Other variables that positively and significantly related to the rental rate
are inflation, exchange rate, service sector employment. In contrast, the economic growth adversely affects the
rental rate and it has a negative sign. That phenomena is caused by the small contribution of the property sector
to economic growth (GDP) and the range is still below 10 percent.
In other countries such as Hong Kong, Japan and South Korea, its property sector contribution to GDP has been
above 20 percent, and even over 30 percent in the United States. Another possible reason for this problem is the
use of average value of rent caused the change in GDP could not be followed by the change of rent rate.
In addition of being able to see the cointegration or long-term balance, the short-term relationship can also be
observed through the VECM that can be seen in Table 1. The variable that significantly affect the rental rates in
the short term is only selling price of the previous period. In the short term, it is proven that there is an
adjustment mechanism from the short term to long term which is indicated by a significant and negative error
cointegration with a value of -0.34 for rental rates. It means that the error is corrected at 0.34 percent for rental
rates.
Based on VECM estimate for rental rate in Table 2, a significant and positive long term correlation could be seen
on the interest rates (IntrRt) and office Selling Price (LSlPrc). Other variables that influence a positive and
significant impact on the selling price are economic growth, the exchange rate and employment services sector.
While for the inflation there is not enough evidence to say that there is a significant effect of inflation on the
price of office. In this VECM estimation, Unemployment rate (UnEmp) was excluded because of data
availability problems.
Table 2. VECM estimate for selling price
Short Term

Long Term

Variables

D(LSlPrc)

Variables

LSlPrc

CointEq1

0.136515**

LRent(-1)

0.000000

CointEq2

-0.515804**

LSlPrc(-1)

1.000000

D(LRent(-1))

-0.044695

D(LSlPrc(-1))

0.177916**

IntrRt(-1)

0.006588*

D(IntrRt(-1))

0.003366*

LInflRt(-1)

0.082370

D(LInflRt(-1))

1.109136*

LGDP(-1)

2.088162*

D(LGDP(-1))

-0.568610

LExcRt(-1)

0.586150*

D(LExcRt(-1))
D(LSSEmp(-1))

LSSEmp(-1)

0.302338*

-0.231215

0.185104**

@TREND(96Q1)

0.0212465

C

-20.18506

C

-0.436836**

D1

0.490610**

D2

0.000736

Note. ** and * are significant at 5% and 10%.

In the short term, it is proven that there is an adjustment mechanism from the short term to long term which is
indicated by a significant and negative error cointegration with a value of -0.52 for the sale price. It means that
the error is corrected at 0.52 per cent for the selling price in each period.
3.3 Analysis of Impulse Response Function (IRF) and FEVD for Rental Rate
Analysis of impulse response function is to observe the response of dependent variable when it is getting
shocked by independent variable at one standard deviation and that can be seen in Figure 5. Analysis result of
IRF in rental rate variable againts shocks that given from interest rate was positively responded. This means that
the impact from transmission process to the hikes of interest rate will be immediately visible. Normally, it is
indicated by the increase in rental rates of office spaces. In addition, the rental rates will reach stability due to
interest rates shocks in period of 17.
This result is consistent with the study conducted by Dobson and Goddard (1992) which states that the interest
rate is positively related to the rental rates of all types of properties which have been studied, including office
space.
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Respons e to Nonfactorized One S.D. Innovations
Response of LRent to IntrRt
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Figure 5. Response of LRent to LInflRt, IntrRt, LExcRt, LSSEmp and LGDP
The analysis of impulse response function (IRF) showed that the rental rate responded positively to the shocks
that occur at one standard deviation in inflation. The rental rate reach stability in the period of 18. Positive
responses which are indicated by rental rate is not seemed to be appropriate with the research conducted by De
Wit and Van Dijk (2003). Their study showed that the inflation has no effect on rental rates.
The analysis of impulse response function (IRF) showed that economic growth was responded negatively by
office rental rates. It means that the rental rates are not sensitive to changes in economic growth due to the small
contribution to GDP. This may indicate that the change in economic growth is not necessarily followed by the
rise of office rental rates. The rental rate which is not sensitive to economic growth is not consistent with
research that has been conducted by Ke and White (2008). One of their research results revealed that there is a
significant positive relationship between economic growth (GDP) with a rental rate of office in Shanghai.
From the analysis of Impulse Response Function (IRF) the positive responses occured on rental rate variable
against shocks of Service Sector Employment. This means that impact of the increase in service sector
employment will soon to be seen regarding on the rising of rental rates of office space. Rental rates reach
stability in the period of 20. Based on the results of the IRF mentioned above, it appears that the rental rates
responded positively to the shocks that occurred in the employment service sector. This is consistent with the
research conducted by NG and Higgins (2006) which suggests that employment services sector is a major
determinant in explaining variations of office rental rates.

100%

LGDP

80%

IntrRt

60%

LExcRt

40%

LInflRt
LSSEmp

20%

LSlPrc

0%
1 3 5 7 9 111315171921232527293133353739

LRent

Figure 6. FEVD for rental rate (LRent)
From the analysis of IRF, the rental rates responded positively toward the shock of the exchange rate. Rental
rates reach stability in the period of 20. This study is consistent with the research conducted by Ojetunde (2013)
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who in his research obtained the result that the exchange rate has a positive and significant relationship with
rental rate.
Based on the analysis of FEVD that can be seen in Figure 6, the office rental rate are influenced by long-term or
short term rental. The macroeconomic variables that being the most influence in the rental rate are employment
services sector, followed by the exchange rate, inflation and interest rates. Economic growth seems not to have a
direct influence on rental rates and this is indicated by a small value of decomposition variants. The amount of
the contribution are vary, namely; rental rate is 77.23%, selling prices 5.56%, employment services sector
12.76%, inflation 0.69%, the exchange rate% 3.34, interest rate 0.35% and economic growth 0.07%, see Figure
6.
3.4 Analysis of Impulse Response Function (IRF) and FEVD for Selling Price
Analysis of Impulse Response Function (IRF) is used to observe the response of dependent variables when it is
getting shocked by the independent variable at one standard deviation and that can be seen in Figure 7. Analysis
result of the impulse response function in the selling price variable against shocks that given from interest rates
variables was responded positively. This means that the impact from the transmission process to the hikes of
interest rate will be immediately visible. Normally, it is indicated by the increase in the sale price of office spaces.
In addition, the selling price will reach stability due to interest rates shocks in period of 20. This study is
consistent with the results of research conducted by Singh and Komal (2009) who stated that the interest rate can
affect the selling price of real estate because interest rates will eventually affect the investors.
The analysis of impulse response function (IRF) showed that the sale price responded negatively to the shocks
that occur at one standard deviation in inflation. That negative response showed inflation does not directly
influence the selling price of office space. The selling price reaches stability in the period of 22. Negative
responses which were reflected by selling price variable are not seemed to be appropriate with the research
conducted by De Wit and Van Dijk (2003). Their study showed that inflation has a positive and significant
impact on selling price of office space.
From the analysis of Impulse Response Function (IRF) on the selling prices to the shocks that came from the
economic growth, it seemed that the selling price variable responded positively due to economic growth. It takes
19 period (4 years) to achieve the stability on the price.

Res pons e to Nonfactorized One S.D. Innovations
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Figure 7. Response of LSlPrc to LInflRt, IntrRt, LExcRt, LSSEmp and LGDP
Positive effect that happened to sale price in connection with the shocks on economic growth is consistent with
research conducted by De Wit and Van Dijk (2003), where economic growth has a positive relationship with the
selling price of office.
From the analysis of Impulse Response Function (IRF) the positive responses occured on selling prices variable
against shocks of Service Sector Employment. This means that the impact of the increase in service sector
employment will soon to be seen regarding on the rising of selling prices of office space. Selling price reaches
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stability condition in the period of 22. This study is consistent with the research conducted Apergis (2003) who
mentions that the macroeconomic variables (including labor) has considerable influence on the price of real
estate.
From the analysis of IRF, selling prices responded positively toward the shock of the exchange rate. The selling
price reached stability in period of 24. This study is consistent with the study conducted by Shaifulfazlee (2012)
who mentioned in his findings that exchange rate affects the price of the property.
Based on the FEVD of the selling price, the rental rates have a great effect on the selling price. The greater the
rental rates, the greater the selling price can be expected. Macroeconomic variables that have most influence on
the selling price is the employment services sector, the exchange rate and economic growth. The inflation and
interest rates also affect the sale price, but the effect is not as big as other variables. The amount of the
contribution to the selling price is vary, namely, rental rate by 45 %, the selling price by 2.71%, the employment
service sector by 20.06 %, inflation by 1.96%, the exchange rate by 17.91 %, interest rate by 1.1% and economic
growth by 11.18 %, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8. FEVD For selling price (LSlPrc)
4. Managerial Implications
The results showed that the macroeconomic variables in this study had an influence on the formation of selling
prices and rental rates for office space. The developers, investors, and others can use this research as one of the
tools in the study of their work. This research result would help in providing information regarding the
movements of macroeconomic variables that may influence decision in determining rental rate and selling price
of office space building.
A good comprehension about macroeconomic variables would turn the investment project into profit. Failure in
understanding the movements of macroeconomic variables will bring about misleading interpretation.
Consequently, the stipulated rental rate and selling price will not represent true values. If this thing happens, the
invesment project in commercial property may go into a bankruptcy.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the estimation of VECM, there is a long-term equilibrium and short term relationships between
macroeconomic variables regarding with rental rates and selling prices of the office space. Results of IRF shows
that rental rates responded positively to variables of interest rates, inflation, exchange rate and employment
services sector. The economic growth seems not to have a direct influence on rental rates. Conversely, positive
response on the selling price occurred in interest rates, exchange rates, economic growth and employment
services sector. While inflation seems not to have a direct impact on the selling price of office. The rental rates
appear more quickly to be stable after the shock of macroeconomic variables compared to selling price.
At variance decomposition structure, office rental rates are predominantly influenced by the rental rate itself
followed by the employment services sector, selling price, exchange rate, inflation, interest rates and economic
growth. Whereas the sale price is predominantly influenced by the rental rate, employment services sector, the
exchange rate, economic growth, prices, inflation and interest rates. Interesting phenomenon is in the
employment services sector which being the most dominant variable affecting selling prices and office rental
rates compared with other macroeconomic variables.
Furthermore, research on macroeconomic factors and their influence on each class of office building such as A',
A, B and C, are expected can be done in the future, in an effort to have clearer insight and overview.
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Appendiix A. Unit Rooot Test for Leevel and Firstt Difference Table
T

Note. *, ** and *** Significant at 10%, 5% and
a 1%.

Appendiix B
Table B1. VAR stabilitty condition ch
heck
Root

Modulus

0.995204

0.995204

0.958490

0.958490

0.676887

0.676887

0.551032 - 0.3358327i

0.657293

0.551032 + 0..358327i

0.657293

0.543003

0.543003

0.048845

0.048845

Inverse Roots
s of AR Characteristic Polynomial
-1.5
1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5
5

1.0

1.5
1.5
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Figurre B1. Unit root test
Appendiix C
Table C1. Optimum lagg length
Lag

L
LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0

811.03851

NA

3.72e-10

-1.847339

-1.144844

-1.570160

1

4880.3737

675.7981
6

7.88e-15

-12.62688

-10.28524*

-11.70295

2

5662.7312

121.6356*

3.03e-15*

-13.65327

-9.672466

-12.08259*

3

6114.8727

65.77848
6

3.25e-15

-13.74993*

-8.129973

-11.53250
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Table C2. Cointegration test
Eigenvalue

Trace statistics

Max-eigen statistics

Critical alue (0.05)

r=0*

No of CE (s)

0.695838

226.3603*

Critical Value (0.05)
150.5585

78.55294*

50.59985

r =1 *

0.565707

147.8074*

117.7082

55.04631*

44.49720

r=2*

0.391382

92.76108*

88.80380

32.77324

38.33101

r =3

0.342194

59.98784

63.87610

27.64382

32.11832

r =4

0.271294

32.34402

42.91525

20.88802

25.82321

r =5

0.157246

11.45600

25.87211

11.29128

19.38704

r =6

0.002493

0.164720

12.51798

0.164720

12.51798

Note. * is significant at 5%.

Appendix D. VECM Output Table
Vector Error Correction Estimates
Date: 11/06/14 Time: 16:28
Sample (adjusted): 1996Q3 2012Q4
Included observations: 66 after adjustments
Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ]
Cointegrating Eq:

CointEq1

LRent(-1)

1.000000

0.000000

LSlPrc(-1)

0.000000

1.000000

LInflRt(-1)

-1.678986

-0.082370

IntrRt(-1)

LExcRt(-1)

LGDP(-1)

LSSEmp(-1)

@TREND(96Q1)

CointEq2

(0.71240)

(0.37945)

[-2.35681]

[-0.21708]

-0.027277

-0.006588

(0.00455)

(0.00242)

[-6.00112]

[-2.72115]

-0.624801

-0.586150

(0.31800)

(0.16938)

[-1.96478]

[-3.46058]

7.321507

-2.088162

(1.34911)

(0.71859)

[ 5.42693]

[-2.90593]

-0.778222

-0.302338

(0.23380)

(0.12453)

[-3.32864]

[-2.42785]

-0.072222

0.021246

(0.02699)

(0.01438)

[-2.67559]

[ 1.47770]

-76.84792

20.18506

Error Correction:

D(LRent)

D(LSlPrc)

D(InflRt)

IntrRt

D(LExcRt)

D(LGDP)

D(LSSEmp)

CointEq1

-0.034423

0.136515

0.004995

0.654532

0.309650

-0.052972

-0.004575

(0.05700)

(0.03428)

(0.00772)

(1.53686)

(0.06411)

(0.00910)

(0.01969)

[-0.60391]

[ 3.98284]

[ 0.64664]

[ 0.42589]

[ 4.82995]

[-5.82175]

[-0.23228]

-0.348427

-0.515804

0.002051

-8.636264

0.166071

-0.027868

0.018551

(0.13914)

(0.08367)

(0.01885)

(3.75156)

(0.15650)

(0.02221)

(0.04808)

[-2.50413]

[-6.16483]

[ 0.10877]

[-2.30205]

[ 1.06118]

[-1.25467]

[ 0.38587]

0.071441

-0.044695

-0.048700

-9.802502

0.249102

0.057534

0.066549

(0.15502)

(0.09322)

(0.02101)

(4.17974)

(0.17436)

(0.02475)

(0.05356)

[ 0.46085]

[-0.47946]

[-2.31832]

[-2.34524]

[ 1.42868]

[ 2.32498]

[ 1.24245]

0.397854

0.177916

0.021771

26.07321

-0.025662

0.015922

-0.056441

(0.18325)

(0.11019)

(0.02483)

(4.94086)

(0.20611)

(0.02925)

(0.06332)

[ 2.17109]

[ 1.61458]

[ 0.87675]

[ 5.27705]

[-0.12451]

[ 0.54429]

[-0.89142]

1.226525

1.109136

-0.188754

-66.24295

1.729267

-0.685840

-0.256778

(0.98131)

(0.59009)

(0.13297)

(26.4583)

(1.10371)

(0.15665)

(0.33906)

C

CointEq2

D(LRent(-1))

D(LSlPrc(-1))

D(LInflRt(-1))
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D(IntrRt(-1))

D(LExcRt-1))

D(LGDP(-1))

D(LSSEmp(-1))

C

D1

D2
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[ 1.24989]

[ 1.87962]

[-1.41949]

[-2.50367]

[ 1.56677]

[-4.37826]

-0.004702

0.003366

0.000979

-0.035318

-0.008044

-0.001209

[-0.75733]
8.75E-05

(0.00339)

(0.00204)

(0.00046)

(0.09130)

(0.00381)

(0.00054)

(0.00117)

[-1.38842]

[ 1.65298]

[ 2.13332]

[-0.38682]

[-2.11200]

[-2.23716]

[ 0.07482]

-0.145122

0.185104

-0.029496

9.332165

-0.270955

-0.063200

0.006073

(0.13333)

(0.08018)

(0.01807)

(3.59497)

(0.14996)

(0.02128)

(0.04607)

[-1.08842]

[ 2.30870]

[-1.63255]

[ 2.59590]

[-1.80680]

[-2.96939]

[ 0.13183]

-0.403462

-0.568610

-0.084707

-31.66853

0.088772

-0.267194

-0.044045

(0.71930)

(0.43253)

(0.09747)

(19.3939)

(0.80902)

(0.11482)

(0.24853)

[-0.56091]

[-1.31461]

[-0.86906]

[-1.63291]

[ 0.10973]

[-2.32703]

[-0.17722]

0.052748

-0.231215

0.008290

-1.897821

0.464466

-0.022799

0.501689

(0.36644)

(0.22035)

(0.04966)

(9.88013)

(0.41215)

(0.05850)

(0.12661)

[ 0.14395]

[-1.04930]

[ 0.16695]

[-0.19208]

[ 1.12693]

[-0.38976]

[ 3.96245]

0.046847

-0.436836

0.008872

-3.967751

-0.584696

0.149054

0.015197

(0.14324)

(0.08613)

(0.01941)

(3.86200)

(0.16110)

(0.02286)

(0.04949)

[ 0.32706]

[-5.07170]

[ 0.45708]

[-1.02738]

[-3.62931]

[ 6.51887]

[ 0.30706]

-0.054512

0.490610

0.021749

5.632784

0.627415

-0.139008

-0.001850

(0.16027)

(0.09638)

(0.02172)

(4.32138)

(0.18027)

(0.02558)

(0.05538)

[-0.34012]

[ 5.09052]

[ 1.00141]

[ 1.30347]

[ 3.48048]

[-5.43325]

[-0.03341]

-0.003997

0.000736

-0.016848

-1.006447

-0.022365

0.004495

0.007198

(0.03620)

(0.02177)

(0.00490)

(0.97595)

(0.04071)

(0.00578)

(0.01251)
[ 0.57554]

[-0.11043]

[ 0.03381]

[-3.43502]

[-1.03125]

[-0.54935]

[ 0.77800]

R-squared

0.247498

0.812784

0.417057

0.776074

0.452530

0.652875

0.348403

Adj. R-squared

0.094210

0.774647

0.298309

0.730459

0.341009

0.582165

0.215670

Sum sq. resids

0.810791

0.293176

0.014888

589.4188

1.025678

0.020661

0.096792

S.E. equation

0.122534

0.073683

0.016604

3.303810

0.137819

0.019560

0.042337

F-statistic

1.614598

21.31243

3.512126

17.01372

4.057781

9.233062

2.624845

Log likelihood

51.53027

85.09908

183.4468

-165.9029

43.77200

172.6331

121.6698

Akaike AIC

-1.197887

-2.215124

-5.195359

5.390996

-0.962788

-4.867670

-3.323327

Schwarz SC

-2.925208

-0.799768

-1.817005

-4.797240

5.789115

-0.564669

-4.469551

Mean dependent

0.024051

0.025543

0.018078

-0.106061

0.021394

0.009220

0.021738

S.D. dependent

0.128749

0.155216

0.019822

6.363601

0.169773

0.030260

0.047805

Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)

8.65E-16

Determinant resid covariance

2.12E-16

Log likelihood

535.3884

Akaike information criterion

-13.19359

Schwarz criterion

-9.875928
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